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Abstract
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principal observes only the payoff associated with her chosen alternative, and

hence the agent has the incentive to overstate total cost by strategically finding
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1 Introduction

In this paper we study a contracting-model in which an agent can acquire and communi-

cate information that helps a decision-maker in choosing the best available alternative.

If it is costly to investigate each of the alternatives, information should be obtained

by a sequential procedure that trades off the chances of making the correct decision

against the cost of information acquisition.

We show that if the information acquisition procedure matters to the decision-

maker, the agent may be able to command information rents even if the decision-

maker has far-reaching contractual powers. The reason is that the agent’s activities and

acquired information are typically not observable, and hence the agent can strategically

acquire partial information in order to pass himself off as comprehensively informed.

There are numerous real-world agency-relationships that fit our framework: In-

surance brokers find out which insurance policy is best for a client, media agencies

“identify” the best advertising campaign for their client’s products, recruitment agen-

cies interview job candidates on behalf of a manager, etc. As an illustration, we start

with two stylized recruitment examples. In each of them, a company has one vacancy

to fill, and there are two job-candidates.

First suppose the company’s hiring-procedure is to initially only interview the less

promising candidate in the hope of eliminating him early and thus reaching a decision

after just one interview. Should the first candidate turn out to be better than antici-

pated, he will nevertheless only be hired if an interview of the other candidate confirms

that the first one is best. Thus, any decision to hire the first candidate is made on the

basis of a comparison with the other candidate, and is therefore endogenous. If this

interview procedure is delegated to an agent, he has an incentive to only interview the

second candidate and to pretend that the first one is worse while incurring interview

cost only once.

Now suppose instead that the company’s hiring-procedure is to try and find a worker

whose skills meet or exceed a fixed “standard”, such as a typing speed of 100 words per

minute. As soon as a candidate satisfies the standard, the candidate is hired and the

search process terminated. If both candidates fall short of the standard, the company

has no choice but to hire the “best of a bad lot”. Under a procedure of this type the

threat that the agent might strategically interview only the second candidate can be

“neutralised” without granting him information rents. The way to achieve this is to

reward the agent with a lump-sum payment only if he succeeds in finding a candidate

who satisfies the standard, and to not pay him otherwise. Assuming that the agent

can be punished for providing false information (which is akin to saying the agent

is not subject to limited liability) we can choose lump-sum payments so that they
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exactly cover the agent’s interview cost. Thus a risk-neutral agent has no incentive to

strategically “reverse” the desired interview order, as he is never paid more than the

cost of one interview.

Our formal model is a simple variant of Weitzman’s (1979) seminal search model.

The agent can find out the payoffs of two risky alternatives. The alternatives are not

ex ante identical, and hence the order in which they are “inspected” matters. The

decision-maker cannot observe whether the expert inspects the alternatives, and if so,

which information this brings to light. All she observes is the payoff she receives from

choosing an alternative, and by selecting one, she foregoes the possibility of learning

the payoff of the other. Inspecting the alternatives is costly for the agent, and hence

he has an incentive to acquire less information than requested.

The decision-maker’s problem is to design a contract that induces the agent to

investigate the alternatives according to the first best sequential inspection procedure

- the one that the decision-maker would use if she could acquire information herself.

Our modification of Weitzman’s (1979) framework implies that the first best procedure

is one of two types: They are illustrated by the two recruitment examples above. We

will show that the second type can be delegated “costlessly”, while the first can only

be implemented by granting the agent information rents. In this case it may be best

for the decision-maker to implement a different procedure.

The main lesson of this paper is that even under strong assumptions (essentially

unlimited liability) some sequential information acquisition procedures cannot be del-

egated to an agent without granting him information rents. This result arises from

the interplay of the agent’s hidden actions, his hidden information and endogenous

verifiability: Following the agent’s recommendation, the decision-maker can verify the

information that the agent has provided about that particular alternative, but not any

information provided about the other alternative. Our results therefore provide a new

explanation for certain types of contracts that we observe in reality. For instance,

recruitment agents are typically paid for their services only if they successfully place

a candidate, in which case the agency receives a fixed fee. Also, advertising agencies

are often paid only if product sales following the advertising-campaign exceed a preset

target level.

The present work makes a contribution to the literature on principal-agent problems

with acquisition of soft information. The most general formulation of this problem is

due to Demski and Sappington (1987). The basic structure is as follows: The principal

must choose from amongst a range of available projects whose payoffs depend on the

unknown state of the world. Thus, each project is a lottery over a given set of possible

outcomes. The agent can, at a cost to himself, acquire a private signal about the

state from a range of available signal technologies with varying precision. The higher
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the precision, the more costly the signal is to acquire. Demski and Sappington study

the properties of optimal contracts for information acquisition and subsequent project

selection in a series of examples.

Malcomson (2002) provides general results for a setup where the available projects

are binary lotteries over the outcomes “success” and “failure”. Projects differ with

respect to the payoff that the principal obtains in the event of success, as well as their

success probability. Malcomson shows that the principal may find it optimal to limit

the information rents to a risk-neutral agent with limited liability by distorting the way

in which information is used relative to the first-best level (i.e. relative to a situation

in which the principal can acquire and use information herself). The present work is

remotely related to Malcomson’s in as far as the implementation of sequential infor-

mation acquisition procedures requires the agent to appropriately use any information

acquired in the first stage when deciding whether or not to acquire further information.

The paper by Martimort and Gromb (2003) is related to the present work via its fo-

cus on the implementation of (possibly) sequential information acquisition procedures.

They, however, study a setting in which the agent can acquire two informative i.i.d.

signals that convey information about the relative desirability of two available projects.

Our model also features two signals, namely one per project. However, each signal is

perfectly informative, and as the two projects are not identical, the signals are not i.i.d.

Our model therefore features a richer set of incentive constraints because the order in

which the signals are acquired matters.

A special feature of our model with perfectly informative signals is that the principal

can compare the payoff from her chosen project with any information provided about

it by the agent. We study the limiting case in which false reporting, if detected, can

be punished. It is worth emphasizing, however, that this punishment assumption does

not render the implementation of sequential information acquisition procedures trivial:

Information rents arise from the agent’s ability to acquire signals in whichever order

he chooses.

A seminal paper that addresses issues surrounding delegation and information ac-

quisition is that by Aghion and Tirole (1997). However, it has a different focus from

the present one and the other papers mentioned above. Their paper could be described

as dealing with information acquisition and delegation within organizations, as they

consider an environment in which both principal and agent are affected by a decision

to be taken. Principal and agent may differ in their view of what the “best” decision

is. Both can acquire information about the available choices, and consequently, the

principal can potentially check up on the agent. The main question is whether and

when the principal should delegate decision-rights to the agent so as to provide incen-

tives for information acquisition (which gives the agent the ability to take the decision
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that is best for him, but not necessarily for the principal). This, of course, has to be

traded off against the potential loss of control from delegation for the principal. In our

model, the principal cannot acquire information herself, and the agent is not directly

affected by the choices available to the principal.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we review the

classical search model of Weitzman (1979) and introduce a simple extension that will

constitute the basis of our delegated search model. Section 3 studies the hypothetical

situation in which the principal can conduct interviews herself and characterizes the

optimal inspection procedure. Section 4 contains the delegated search model as well

as our main results. Section 5 concludes with a brief discussion. Longer proofs are

relegated to the Appendix.

2 Search Model

In this section, we introduce our search model involving a single decision-maker (prin-

cipal). A risk-neutral principal must choose between two alternatives indexed i = 1, 2.

Each of them leads to a deterministic payoff that is unknown ex ante. The payoff

associated with alternative i is xi, which is the realization of a random variable exi with
domain Xi ⊂ R+, distribution Gi and mean µi. Let xi and xi respectively denote the
minimal and maximal elements of Xi. The random variables ex1 and ex2 are statistically
independent.

While the payoffs of the two alternatives are unknown ex ante, the principal can

find them out before choosing by “inspecting” each one at a cost of c > 0.1 When

the principal inspects alternative 1 (2 resp.) she instantaneously observes the true

payoff realization x1 (resp. x2). If she inspects both alternatives simultaneously, she

instantaneously observes x1 and x2. As total inspection costs are additive in the number

of inspections, it is never optimal to inspect the alternatives simultaneously. The

principal’s von Neumann Morgenstern utility function is xi−nc, where xi is the utility
she obtains from choosing alternative i (i = 1, 2) and n is the number of inspections she

makes. She faces the following search problem: Which alternative (if any) to inspect

first, and, having inspected one, whether or not to find out the payoff of the other

alternative. We consider two specifications of this problem:

In the first (referred to as “search with restricted choice”), the principal can only

choose an alternative that has previously been inspected, as analyzed by Weitzman

1To make the issue of sequential information acquisition non-trivial, we rule out cases in which the

payoff realizations of one alternative exceed all payoff realizations of the other. We also rule out cases

where a single inspection suffices to reveal which of the two alternatives is best.
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(1979).2 If the principal has only inspected alternative 1, she cannot choose alternative

2. If she conducts no inspections, she is left with her outside option, assumed to yield

a payoff of zero. In the second specification of the problem (referred to as “search with

unrestricted choice”), the principal is free to choose either alternative at any stage. If

she has only inspected alternative 1, she may terminate search by choosing alternative

2. Prior to conducting any inspections, she is free to choose either alternative 1 or 2

without incurring any costs.

3 Optimal Search Procedures

In this section, we characterize the optimal search procedure under restricted and

unrestricted choice using backwards induction. Obviously, once both alternatives have

been inspected, it is optimal to choose the one that yields the highest payoff.

What to do after first inspection? Suppose the principal has inspected al-

ternative i (i = 1, 2). The number of available actions at this point depends on

whether choice is restricted or unrestricted. With restricted choice, the principal can

either choose i or inspect j (j 6= i) before making a choice. An optimal action solves
max{xi, E [max {xi, exj}]−c}, where xi is alternative i’s payoff, and E [max {xi, exj}]−c
is the expected payoff from inspecting alternative j before choosing.3 When choice is

unrestricted, the principal can either choose i or j, or alternatively inspect j prior to

making a choice. An optimal action solves max{xi, E [max {xi, exj}]− c, µj}, where µj
is the expected payoff from choosing j without inspection.

Figures 1 (a) and (b), respectively, characterize the principal’s optimal action when

choice is restricted and unrestricted. In both cases, it is optimal to terminate search

after inspection of alternative i if its payoff xi exceeds the threshold zj. This threshold

is implicitly defined by:

zj = E [max {zj, exj}]− c. (1)

2In Weitzman’s (1979) model the decision-maker faces more than two alternatives with unknown

payoffs.
3The cost of inspecting alternative i are omitted as they have already been sunk.
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If xi is below zj and choice is restricted, it is optimal to find out xj prior to making

a decision (see Figure 1 (a)). If xi is below zj and choice is unrestricted, it is optimal

to find out xj only if xi is above the threshold vj (see Figure 1 (b)). Otherwise it is

optimal to choose alternative j without inspection, because the chance that its payoff

is less than that of alternative i is too low to warrant the additional inspection cost.

The threshold vj is implicitly defined by:

µj = E [max {vj, exj}]− c. (2)
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Lemma 1 For any alternative j ( j = 1, 2) there exist unique thresholds zj and vj.

Proof. The result follows immediately from the fact that c > 0 and that the func-

tion E [max {s, exj}] is strictly increasing and convex for all s ∈ [xj, xj]. Furthermore,
if s ≤ xj we have E [max {s, exj}] = µj, and if s ≥ xj we have E [max {s, exj}] = s.4 We
assume c ≤ mini∈{1,2}{E [max {µi, exi}]− µi} to ensure that vj ≤ zj.
Which alternative to inspect first? Under an optimal search procedure the

principal sequentially inspects the alternatives in the order that maximizes her ex-

pected net payoff: Let πri and πui , respectively, denote the expected payoff from search

commencing with alternative i when choice is restricted and unrestricted.5 In either

case, an optimal procedure solves

max
i∈{1,2}

πki , where k ∈ {r, u}.

Weitzman (1979) shows for the restricted choice case that the thresholds z1 and z2
not only determine the optimal action following the first inspection, but also determine

which alternative should be inspected first:

Proposition 1 (Weitzman (1979)) πri ≥ πrj if and only if zi ≥ zj.
The proof of Proposition 1 can be found in Weitzman (1979). A similarly simple

rule does unfortunately not emerge for the unrestricted choice case. We can, however,

show that the optimal procedures under restricted and unrestricted choice need not

commence with the same alternative. This will be of importance when, in the next

section, we study the delegation of optimal search procedures to an agent. In the

remainder of this section, we derive a simple necessary condition under which the

optimal procedures in the restricted and unrestricted choice case start with different

alternatives. We then conclude this section with an illustrating example.

It is easy to see from Figure 1 (b) that πuj − πrj ≥ 0. We can therefore write

πuj = πrj + (π
u
j − πrj). Consequently,

πuj − πui = πrj − πri + ((π
u
j − πrj)− (πui − πri )). (3)

Suppose now that with restricted choice it is optimal to start search with alternative

i: πrj − πri < 0. Then, a necessary condition for search to commence with alternative

j when choice is unrestricted is (πuj − πrj)− (πui − πri ) > 0. We can show the following

4As Xj has both a minimal and a maximal element, all its elements lie in the interval [xj , xj ]. We

have E [max {s, exj}] = R sxj sdGj(xj) + R xjs xjdGj(xj) and hence
d
dsE [max {s, exj}] = Gj(s) > 0.

5The cost of the first inspection are disregarded as they are incurred irrespective of which

alternative is inspected first. Note that πri ≡ Eexi £max{exi, Eexj [max { exi, exj}]− c}¤ and πui ≡
Eexi £max{exi, Eexj £max { exi, exj} , µj¤− c}¤.
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Proposition 2 (πuj − πrj) > (π
u
i − πri ) if and only of vi > vj.

The proof is relegated to the Appendix.

Example Let X1 = {1, 2, 5} with Pr (ex1 = 1) = Pr (ex1 = 5) = 1/4 and X2 = {0, 3}
with Pr (ex2 = 0) = 1/2. Let c = 1/4. By (1) and (2) we get v1 = 2, z1 = 4, v2 = 1/2
and z2 = 5/2. With restricted choice it is optimal to start search with alternative 1,

while with unrestricted choice it is optimal to start with alternative 2. The choice re-

striction imposes no “loss” on the search procedure starting with alternative 1, because

the threshold v2 is below the lowest payoff realization of alternative 1. The expected

payoff of the search procedure commencing with alternative 2, however, depends on

whether choice is restricted or not: If x2 = 0 the principal knows for sure that alter-

native 1 has a higher payoff. Thus choosing it without inspection allows the principal

to “save” the inspection cost he would have to incur if choice was restricted.

4 Delegated Search

4.1 Setup

In this section we study the design of incentive contracts for an agent who can acquire

information on behalf of the principal. The principal must choose between alternatives

1 and 2, but now cannot conduct inspections herself. The agent can inspect any

alternative by incurring cost c per alternative, and instantaneously observes its payoff

realization.

Both principal and agent have symmetric information ex ante: X1 and X2, as well

as the distributions G1 and G2 are common knowledge among them. The agent’s effort

cost c is also common knowledge. The principal’s von Neumann-Morgenstern utility

function is xi−w, where xi is the utility she obtains by choosing alternative i (i = 1, 2),
and w is the payment she makes to the agent. The agent’s von Neumann-Morgenstern

utility function is w − nc, where n is the number of inspections he carries out. Both
principal and agent are risk-neutral.

As a benchmark, consider the hypothetical scenario in which the principal com-

pletely controls the agent. Whatever instructions the principal gives to the agent, the

agent will carry out. Assuming perfectly transferable utility, this situation is equivalent

to the one considered in Section 3, where the principal conducts the inspections herself

so as to maximize the expected value of xi − nc. The optimal inspection procedure in
this hypothetical scenario is called first best.
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In what follows, we assume that the agent is free to choose his actions and the

messages that he reports back to the principal: There is both a hidden action problem

(will the agent carry out the appropriate order and number of inspections?) and a

hidden information problem (will the agent report what he finds correctly?). The

principal’s problem is to design a contract that addresses these incentive problems.

We model the contract negotiations between principal and agent as an ultimatum

bargaining game: The principal proposes a contract, and the agent can either accept

or reject it. If he rejects it, he obtains a utility of zero. Formally, a contract is defined

as follows:

Definition 1 (Contract) A contract is a triplet (i, f, w), where i is the alternative

that the principal wants the agent to inspect first; the mapping f denotes the choice

rule that states which alternative the principal chooses given the agents report(s);6 the

mapping w determines the agent’s wage as a function of his report and the payoff that

the principal observes upon choosing an alternative.

We assume that a contract of this type is enforceable. In addition, we make the

following assumptions:

Assumption 1 (No Transfers from Agent to Principal) The agent has no initial

endowment of money and cannot borrow.

Assumption 1 implies that the agent’s wage w must be non-negative. The sole

purpose of Assumption 1 is to ensure that the contracting problem is not trivial.7 It

is worth emphasizing that this assumption does not require the agent’s ex post utility

w− nc to be non-negative in all possible outcomes that may arise under the contract.
To avoid inconsistencies with Assumption 1, we assume henceforth that the agent’s

inspection cost c are non-monetary.

Assumption 2 (Punishment) If the payoff of the principal’s chosen alternative

differs from the agent’s report about it, the principal imposes an arbitrarily large non-

monetary punishment on the agent.

One can interpret the punishment as irreversible damage to the agent’s professional

reputation. Assumption 2 prevents the agent from submitting reports that induce the

6The agent either submits a singleton report about the payoff of alternative i, or he submits a

report consisting of two payoffs - one about alternative i and one about alternative j.
7Without Assumption 1, the principal could simply charge a negative wage equal to the expected

payoff from the first best search procedure. Letting the agent choose whichever alternative he wants,

and transfering the payoff from that alternative to him, induces the agent to adopt the first best

procedure while extracting all rents.
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principal to choose an alternative whose payoff differs from the agent’s report with

positive probability.

4.2 Costless Implementation

In this section we characterize inspection procedures that can be delegated to the agent

without granting him information rents. We derive a simple contract that extracts, on

average, all surplus from the agent. Suppose the principal delegates a procedure under

which search starts with alternative i (i = 1, 2) and for which the following condition

holds:

Condition 1 zj < xi, where j = 1, 2, j 6= i.

This condition says that there exist payoff realizations xi that are “so good” that

the principal chooses alternative i without further information about alternative j.

Figure 1 shows such a procedure in the unrestricted choice case.8 The interval [xi, xi]

depicted in the figure represents the set of possible payoff realizations of alternative

i. For values xi below vj the principal chooses alternative j without inspection. For

payoff realizations xi between vj and zj there is valuable information to be gained from

an inspection of alternative j. Finally, for payoff realizations xi above zj the principal

chooses alternative i immediately.

Choose j
immediately

Inspect j and 
choose whichever 
alternative is best

Choose i
immediately

vj zj
Alternative i

xixi xi

Figure 1: Search Procedure that satisfies Condition 1

The following simple contract (i, f∗, w∗) allows the principal to costlessly imple-
ment inspection procedures that satisfy Condition 1. The agent is told to first inspect

alternative i. The decision rule f∗ in the contract replicates the inspection procedure
shown in Figure 1:9

f∗ =
½
i if bxi > zj ∨ (vj ≤ bxi ≤ zj ∧ bxi > bxj)
j if bxi ≤ vj ∨ (vj ≤ bxi ≤ zj ∧ bxi ≤ bxj) , (4)

8If Condition 1 holds it is irrelevant whether choice is restricted or unrestricted.
9Given the inspection procedure depicted in Figure 1, the domain of the mapping f∗ is the set

([xi, vj ] ∪ [zj , xi]) ∪ ({xi |vj < xi < zj } ×Xj).
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where bxi is the agent’s report about the payoff of alternative i, and bxj is his report
about the payoff of alternative j. The wage-schedule is given by:

w∗ =


c

1−Gi(zj) if bxi = xi > zj
c

1−Gj(zj) if vj ≤ bxi ≤ zj and bxj = xj > zj
0 otherwise

. (5)

The essential feature of the contract is the agent receives a positive payment only if

the payoff from the principal’s chosen alternative exceeds the threshold zj: If alternative

i is chosen and its payoff is above this threshold, the agent receives a fixed payment of

c/ (1−Gi(zj)). If, instead, alternative j is chosen and its payoff is above the threshold,
the agent receives a fixed payment of c/ (1−Gj(zj)). In all other cases the agent
receives no payment.

Proposition 3 (Costless Implementation) Under contract (i, f∗, w∗) the agent
inspects alternative i first. If xi ≤ vj or xi > zj the agent terminates search and

truthfully reports xi. If vj < xi ≤ zj the agent inspects alternative j and truthfully
reports both xi and xj.

The agent’s expected payoff from contract (i, f∗, w∗) is zero, and the principal’s
expected payoff is the same as in the first best. The proof of Proposition 3 is relegated

to the Appendix.

The essence of the proof is that under contract (i, f∗, w∗) the agent’s expected wage
from any inspection equals the cost of conducting it. Once the agent has inspected

one alternative (be that i or j), he is indifferent between stopping and inspecting

the remaining one. Similarly, he is indifferent between first inspecting i or j, and

hence his ability to strategically reverse the order of inspections has no bite. The

punishment assumption (Assumption 2) ensures that the agent cannot gain a positive

wage from accepting the contract and then conducting no inspections at all. Note that

Proposition 3 rests on the assumption that whenever the agent is indifferent between

several “actions” he will adopt the one preferred by the principal.10

An implication of Proposition 3 is that if the principal’s first best inspection proce-

dure satisfies Condition 1, then contract (i, f∗, w∗) is optimal. This follows immediately
from the fact that the principal’s expected payoff is the same as in the first best. It is

easy to show the following

10It is easy to modify the wage-schedule in (5) so as to give the agent strict incentives to follow the

principal’s desired procedure: If alternative i is chosen and has payoff above zj , pay the fixed wage
c

1−Gi(zj)
+ ε, and if alternative j is chosen and has payoff above zj , pay the fixed wage

c
1−Gj(zj)

+ δ,

where ε > δ(1 +
Gi(vj)
1−Gi(zj)

) > 0.
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Proposition 4 The first best inspection procedure under restricted choice satisfies

Condition 1.

Proof. Suppose it is optimal to start search with alternative i: I.e. zi > zj. It

immediately follows that xi > zj, because xi > zi due to strictly positive inspection

cost.

Thus, if choice is restricted, the first best can always be attained by contract

(i, f∗, w∗). It is also worth noting that any inspection procedure that satisfies Condi-
tion 1 can also be costlessly implemented if the principal cannot write “contingent”

contracts. When restricted to contracts that cover only the inspection of a single alter-

native, the principal should first offer the agent a contract (i, w1) to inspect alternative

i, where the wage is determined by

w1 =

(
c

1−Gi(zj) if bxi > zj
0 otherwise

.

Based on the report bxi and the belief that bxi = xi, the principal chooses the action

which is ex post optimal: If bxi > zj, the principal chooses alternative i. If bxi ≤ vj,
she chooses alternative j. If vj < bxi ≤ zj, she offers the agent the contract (j, w2) to
inspect alternative j. The function w2 is given by:

w2 =

(
c

1−Gj(zj) if bxj > zj
0 otherwise

.

Once the agent has inspected both alternatives, the principal chooses the one which

yields max{bxi, bxj}, based on her belief that both reports are correct.
4.3 Costly Implementation

In this section, we show that if choice is unrestricted it is not possible to costlessly

delegate first best inspection procedures that violate Condition 1. Suppose the first

best procedure commences with alternative i and violates Condition 1. This implies

that the first best search procedure in the restricted choice case would commence with

alternative j.11 It follows from Proposition 2 that vj > vi, and hence any inspection

procedure that is first best under unrestricted choice and violates Condition 1 is of

the form depicted in Figure 2. The figure depicts the possible payoff realizations of

alternatives i and j as overlapping subsets of the real line. The key feature of such

search procedures is that alternative i (the one to be inspected first) is chosen if and

only if alternative j has a lower payoff. Thus, the decision to choose i relies on a

comparison of the payoffs of alternatives i and j.

11This follows immediately from the violation of Condition 1: we have zj ≥ xi and hence zj > zi.
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Inspect j and choose 
whichever alternative 
is best

Choose j
immediately

xj

xixi

xj

Alternative i

Alternative j

vj

Figure 2: Inspection Procedure that violates Condition 1

A generic incentive contract (i, f, w) that implements an inspection procedure of

the type depicted in Figure 2 has the following form:12

f =

½
i if bxi > max{vj, bxj}
j if bxi ≤ vj ∨ (vj < bxj < bxi) . (6)

The agent’s payment is determined by a wage-schedule of the following form:

w =


w0(xj) if bxi ≤ vj
w1(xi) if bxi > vj and bxi = xi > bxj
w2(xj) if bxi > vj and bxj = xj > bxi (7)

We can now establish the following result

Proposition 5 (Impossibility of costless implementation) A first best inspec-

tion procedure that violates Condition 1 can only be implemented by granting the agent

positive rents.

The proof is relegated to the Appendix. It is indirect and its main argument goes

as follows:

If the search procedure depicted in Figure 2 can be delegated costlessly, the agent

cannot gain a positive wage by deviating from it. This implies that if the agent submits

any report bxi below vj, his wage must be zero, because the principal cannot infer from
such reports whether or not the agent has actually inspected alternative i. Also, the

agent’s unconditional expected wage from starting the search process with alternative

j instead of i can at most be equal to the inspection cost c, so as to prevent the agent

from strategically reversing the inspection order.

Now suppose the agent has started the search process with alternative i and has

found a payoff realization xi greater than vj. In this case, he should go on to inspect

12Given the inspection procedure depicted in Figure 2, the domain of the mapping f is the set

[xi, vj ] ∪ ([vj , xi]×Xj).
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unconditional expected wage ≤ c

wage = 0

vj
ixi

x
Alternative i

xj
Alternative j

wage = 0

xj

Figure 3: Contract violates Participation Constraint

alternative j. From above we know that the agent’s conditional expected wage from

inspecting j cannot be larger than c, and hence the expected payoff from inspecting j

is (at most) zero. Consequently, the agent cannot be paid a positive wage for reports

in which he claims that xj is lower than xi, because the principal cannot infer from

such reports whether or not the agent has actually inspected alternative j.

The characteristics of the wage-schedule described here are illustrated in Figure

3. It is easy to see that it violates the agent’s participation constraint: The agent is

reimbursed (in expected terms) only for the second inspection. Thus, the expected

payoff from accepting the contract is −c. This constitutes a contradiction to the

premise that the agent is willing to accept the contract.

We now propose a contract that implements the first best inspection procedure

depicted in Figure 2 at the lowest cost to the principal.

Proposition 6 The following contract minimizes the expected wage that the principal

has to pay in order to implement inspection procedures that violate Condition 1 : f is

given by (6) and the wage schedule is given by

w =


0 if xi ≤ vj and xj ≤ xi
w if xi > vj and xj ≤ xi
w if xi ≤ vj and xj > xi
w + c

1−Gj(xi) if xi > vj and xj > xi

,

where

w =
(Gi(vj) + (1−Gi(vj))(1−Gj(vj))) c

Gj(vj)Gi(vj)(1−Gi(vj))
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and

w =
(1−Gj(vj))c

Gi(vj)(1−Gj(xi)) +
(1−Gj(vj))
(1−Gj(xi))w.

The proof is relegated to the Appendix. The contract in Proposition 6 yields the

agent a strictly positive expected utility. To see this, suppose that he deviates from the

desired inspection procedure and conducts no inspections at all, in which case his ex

ante payoff is (1−Gj(xi))w. When conducting no inspections, the agent must submit
some report bxi ≤ vj in order to avoid punishment. In this case the principal chooses
alternative j and the agent receives a strictly positive wage if the principal’s payoff

from alternative j is above xi. This is a striking feature, as the agent is paid a “bonus”

if the principal strikes luck by choosing j, although the agent has not provided any

information about it.

An obvious question in cases where the first best inspection procedure does not

satisfy Condition 1 is whether it is optimal for the principal to implement the first

best procedure, or whether it is better to costlessly implement the “reverse” search

procedure. The following example shows that the latter may indeed be optimal for the

principal.

Example cont’d: X1 = {1, 2, 5} with Pr (ex1 = 1) = Pr (ex1 = 5) = 1/4 and X2 =

{0, 3} with Pr (ex2 = 0) = 1/2. Also, c = 1/4. Choice is unrestricted and hence the first
best inspection procedure commences search with alternative 2. The expected payoff

from this procedure is 2.625. If it is delegated to the agent using the wage schedule in

Proposition 6, the agent gets a wage of 0 for reports (x2, x1) = (0, 1) and (0, 2). For

reports (3, 1) and (3, 2) he gets a wage w = 5/6, for (0, 5) he gets w = 8/6, and for

(3, 5) he gets 11/6. This results in ex ante utility of 1/3 for the agent and a payoff

of (just under) 2. 292 for the principal. If, instead, the principal uses the inspection

procedure commencing with alternative 1 (which satisfies Condition 1) the principal’s

expected payoff is 2.5625.

5 Discussion

The present work shows that whether a sequential search procedure can be costlessly

delegated to an information provider depends on the form of the procedure. If there

is a chance that, after every single report made by the agent, the principal will pick

the corresponding alternative, then the agent can be costlessly induced to follow the

desired procedure. The reason is that every single inspection potentially generates
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a “verifiable” outcome to which the principal can tie her payment. Therefore, the

expected payoff from any single inspection can always be lowered to zero.

For inspection procedures where the first alternative is chosen if and only if the

second one is worse, the principal’s decision to choose the first one is endogenous. In

this case, the agent must be granted information rents in order to follow the principal’s

desired procedure. We have shown by means of an example that the agent’s rents can

be sufficiently large, so that it is better for the principal to use a different inspection

procedure. Even if the alternative procedure can be implemented costlessly, there is

an efficiency loss because the implemented search procedure is not the first best one.

Our results suggest that in real life recruitment we should observe widespread use

of recruitment agents when it comes to filling job-openings for which it is easy to fix

a “performance standard” or objective selection criterion. Casual observation suggests

that is indeed so, with companies making frequent use of recruitment agencies to hire

support and administrative staff. Note also that recruitment agents are typically paid

for their services only if they successfully place a candidate, in which case the agency

receives a fixed fee that is a proportion of the position’s salary. In this sense, real-

life contracts for recruitment agents (at least in high-volume recruitment) carry some

hallmarks of the contract derived here. The fact that recruitment agencies often make

recourse to candidate-data-bases instead of newly searching for suitable candidates

could be seen as a response over time to the optimal contract proposed here.

6 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose that vi > vj. We need to show that this implies

(πuj −πrj)− (πui −πri ) > 0. We first consider the inspection procedure commencing with

alternative i and compute its expected payoff in the case of unrestricted and restricted

choice (πui and πri resp.). The two cases differ only for values xi ≤ vj. We can therefore
write (where the term “Rest” is used to describe all terms that are present both in πui
and πri ):

πui = Gi(vj)µj +Rest (8)

and

πri = Gi(vj)(Gj(vj)E[max{xi, xj} |xi ≤ vj, xj ≤ vj ]
+(1−Gj(vj))E[xj |xj > vj ]− c) + Rest. (9)

Subtracting (9) from (8) yields after some manipulation

πui − πri = Gi(vj)[c−Gj(vj)(E[max{xi, xj} |xi ≤ vj, xj ≤ vj ]−E[xj |xj ≤ vj ])]. (10)
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The expression in (10) can be simplified further by using the fact that c =
R vj
xj
(vj − xj) dGj(xj),

which implicitly defines vj. It can obviously be rewritten as c = Gj(vj)(vj−E[xj |xj ≤ vj ]).
Substituting this expression into (10) finally yields

πui − πri = Gi(vj)Gj(vj)[vj −E[max{xi, xj} |xi ≤ vj, xj ≤ vj ]]. (11)

This expression is non-negative.

We now consider the inspection procedure commencing with alternative j and com-

pute its expected payoff under restricted and unrestricted choice. The two cases differ

only for values xj ≤ vi. Taking into account that vj < vi, we can therefore write (where
the term “Rest” is again used to describe all elements that are present both in πuj and

πrj):

πuj = Gj(vj)µi + (Gj(vi)−Gj(vj))µi +Rest, (12)

and

πrj = Gj(vj){Gi(vj)E[max{xi, xj} |xi ≤ vj, xj ≤ vj ]
+(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]
+(1−Gi(vi))E[xi |xi > vi ]− c}
+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj)){Gi(vj)E[xj |vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ]
+(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))E[max{xi, xj} |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi, vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ]
+(1−Gi(vi))E[xi |xi > vi ]− c}+Rest. (13)

Since

µi = Gi(vj)E[xi |xi ≤ vj ] + (Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]
+(1−Gi(vi))E[xi |xi > vi ],

we can express the difference between (12) and (13) as follows:

πuj − πrj = Gj(vj){Gi(vj)E[xi |xi ≤ vj ]−Gi(vj)E[max{xi, xj} |xi ≤ vj, xj ≤ vj ] + c}
+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj)){Gi(vj)E[xi |xi ≤ vj ]−Gi(vj)E[xj |vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ]}
+(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]
−(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))E[max{xi, xj} |vj ≤ xi < vi, vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ] + c}. (14)

Now note that the equation which implicitly defines vi, c =
R vi
xj
(vi−xi)dGi(xi), can be

written equivalently as

c = Gi(vj)(vi −E[xi |xi ≤ vj ]) + (Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))(vi −E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]).
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Using this expression to eliminate c, we obtain

πuj − πrj = Gi(vi)Gj(vj)[vi −E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]] (15)

+Gj(vj)Gi(vj)[E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]− E[max{xi, xj} |xi ≤ vj, xj ≤ vj ]]
+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj))Gi(vj)[vi −E[xj |vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ]]
+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj))(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))[vi −E[max{xi, xj} |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi, vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ].

This expression is non-negative. To complete the proof, subtract (11). This yields the

following expression for (πuj − πrj)− (πui − πri ):

Gi(vi)Gj(vj)[vi −E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]] +Gi(vj)Gj(vj)[E[xi |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi ]− vj]
+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj))Gi(vj)[vi −E[xj |vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ]] (16)

+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj))(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))[vi −E[max{xi, xj} |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi, vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ]].

As vi > vj, it is easy to see that (π
u
j − πrj)− (πui − πri ) > 0.

To prove sufficiency, suppose that the expression in (16) is strictly positive. Is this

compatible with vi < vj. We show by contradiction that this cannot be the case. For

this purpose assume that the expression in (16) is > 0 and that vi < vj. Using the fact

that vi < vj we can rewrite the expression (16). Note that

E[max{xi, xj} |vj ≤ xi ≤ vi, vj ≤ xj ≤ vi ]
= E[max{xi, xj} |vi ≤ xi ≤ vj, vi ≤ xj ≤ vj ] for vi < vj.

We therefore obtain from (16) by the assumption that vi < vj:

Gj(vj)(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))E[xi |vi ≤ xi ≤ vj ]] +Gj(vj)[Gi(vi)vi −Gi(vj)vj]
+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj))Gi(vj)[vi +E[xj |vi ≤ xj ≤ vj ]] (17)

+(Gj(vi)−Gj(vj))(Gi(vi)−Gi(vj))[vi −E[max{xi, xj} |vi ≤ xi ≤ vj, vi ≤ xj ≤ vj ]].

It is easy to see that (17) is strictly negative when vi < vj, which constitutes a contra-

diction to the premise that the expression in (16) is > 0. Hence, if the latter is true, it

must hold that vi > vj.

Proof of Proposition 3. We show that under (i, f∗, w∗) the agent cannot
obtain a positive expected payoff by deviating from the principal’s desired inspection

procedure:

No inspections: If the agent accepts the contract but inspects neither alternative,

he must submit a report bxi ≤ vj in order to avoid the risk of punishment. In this case
the principal chooses alternative j and therefore cannot verify the agent’s report about

alternative i. The agent’s wage in this case is zero.
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Inspecting alternative j first: If the agent finds that xj > zj, he can secure a

wage of c/ (1−Gj(zj)) by submitting any report (bxi, xj) where vj < bxi ≤ zj. This

allows him to pretend that both alternatives have been inspected. If xj ≤ zj the

agent can either terminate the inspection process or go on to inspect alternative i

“retrospectively”. In the former case the highest wage he can secure is 0 (e.g. by

submitting any report bxi ≤ vj). It is easy to verify that the expected payoff from

“retrospectively” inspecting alternative i is also zero. Thus, the agent’s ex ante wage

from any inspection procedure that commences with alternative j is zero.

Inspecting alternative i only: Suppose the agent inspects alternative i. If

xi > zj he can secure a wage of c/ (1−Gi(zj)) by truthfully reporting xi. If xi ≤ zj
the highest wage the agent can get is zero (e.g. by submitting any report (xi, bxj) for
which bxj < xi). Thus, the agent’s ex ante wage from inspecting alternative i only is

zero.

Inspecting i and j simultaneously: In this case the agent’s ex ante wage is

−c(1−Gi(zj) +Gi(vj)) < 0.

Proof of Proposition 5. By contradiction. Suppose there exists a wage schedule

w of the form shown in (7) that is accepted by the agent and costlessly implements

the inspection procedure depicted in Figure 2. This implies that no other inspection

procedure yields the agent a positive expected payoff:

No inspections: If the agent accepts the contract but inspects neither alternative,

he must submit a report bxi ≤ vj in order to avoid the risk of punishment. In this case
the principal chooses alternative j and therefore cannot verify the agent’s report about

alternative i. This deviation cannot yield a positive wage. Thus it must hold that

w0(xj) = 0 for all xj.

Inspecting alternative i only: Suppose the agent has inspected alternative i

and has found the payoff realization xi, where xi > vj. If the agent deviates from

the principal’s desired inspection procedure and terminates the inspection process, the

highest wage he can secure himself is w1(xi).

As a benchmark, consider the agent’s expected payoff from conducting the second

inspection as required by the contract: the agent is paid w1(xi) if xj ≤ xi and w2(xj)
if xj > xi. Thus, the expected payoff from the second inspection is

w1(xi)Gj(xi) +

Z xj

xi

w2(xj)dGj(xj)− c.

As the contract is assumed to be incentive compatible, it cannot pay for the agent to

terminate search after the first inspection if it reveals that xi > vj. Thus,

w1(xi) ≤ w1(xi)Gj(xi) +
Z xj

xi

w2(xj)dGj(xj)− c,
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or equivalently Z xj

xi

w2(xj)dGj(xj)− c ≥ (1−Gj(xi))w1(xi). (18)

Inspecting alternative j first: If the agent finds that xj > vj, he can truthfully

reveal xj while claiming that alternative i has a lower payoff (i.e. submit any reportbxi < xj). In this case, the principal chooses alternative j and the agent’s wage is

w2(xj).
13 If, instead, the agent finds a payoff xj ≤ vj he can either terminate search, or

“retrospectively” inspect i. In the former case he must pretend that he has inspected

alternative i but that its payoff is low (i.e. bxi ≤ vj). From (i) we know that such

reports yield a wage of zero. In the latter case, the agent’s expected wage from the

second inspection is Z xi

vj

w1(xi)dGi(xi)− c.

The ex ante payoff from starting with alternative j therefore is

Gj(vj)max{0,
Z xi

vj

w1(xi)dGi(xi)− c}+
Z xj

vj

w2(xj)dGj(xj)− c.

As the contract is incentive compatible, this inspection procedure cannot yield a posi-

tive payoff:

Gj(vj)max{0,
Z xi

vj

w1(xi)dGi(xi)− c}+
Z xj

vj

w2(xj)dGj(xj)− c ≤ 0. (19)

Note that the left-hand side of (19) is at least as large as the left-hand side of (18),

which, in turn, is non-negative. Thus, both the left-hand side of (18) and that of (19)

must be equal to zero, which (by (18)) implies that w1(xi) = 0 for all xi > vj. Hence,

max{0,
Z xi

vj

w1(xi)dGi(xi)− c} = 0.

We therefore obtainZ xj

xi

w2(xj)dGj(xj) = c =

Z xj

vj

w2(xj)dGj(xj).

The latter equality is satisfied if and only if w2(xj) = 0 for all xj ∈ [vj, xi]. The
agent is therefore not paid at all if alternative i is chosen. Also, the agent’s wage

if alternative j is chosen just covers (in expected terms) the inspection cost. This

13As the report bxi on alternative i cannot be verified, the wage w2 must not depend on it.
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implies that the expected wage from inspecting alternative j, conditional on having

found that alternative i’s payoff is above vj, is the same as the unconditional expected

wage (which the agent can get by inspecting alternative j only). The expected payoff

from accepting this contract is −c (which is the cost of conducting the first inspection).
This constitutes a contradiction to the premise that the agent is willing to accept the

contract.

Proof of Proposition 6. In the following, we derive the restrictions that incentive

compatibility of the inspection procedure depicted in Figure 2 imposes on the wage-

schedule given in (7). Where appropriate, we will simplify the components of an

incentive compatible wage-schedule in line with the principal’s goal of minimizing the

(expected) payment to the agent.

Ex Post Stage: Suppose the agent has inspected alternatives i and j and has

found payoffs xi and xj, respectively. If he submits reports (bxi, bxj), where bxi > bxj, the
principal will choose alternative i, in which case the agent receives the wage w1(xi)

if the report is correct, and is punished otherwise. Likewise, if the agent submits

reports (bxi, bxj), where bxi < bxj, the principal chooses alternative j. In this case, the
agent receives the wage w2(xi) if the report is correct, and is punished otherwise. As

the agent can misrepresent the payoff associated with the alternative not chosen by

the principal, ex post incentive compatibility requires that w1(xi) ≥ w2(xj) whenever
alternative i’s payoff xi is greater than alternative j’s payoff xj. Likewise, it must

hold that w1(xi) ≤ w2(xj) whenever alternative j’s payoff is greater than alternative
i’s. Suppose now that the agent has found identical payoff realizations for the two

alternatives (i.e. xi = xj = x, where x ∈ (vj, xi]). If it holds under an incentive
compatible wage-schedule that w1(x) 6= w2(x), then agent will find it optimal to ensure
that the principal chooses the alternative which maximizes the agent’s wage. He can

do so by understating the payoff associated with the alternative for which the wage is

lower. Incentive compatibility therefore requires

w2(x) = w1(x) for all x ∈ (vj, xi],

where w1 is non-decreasing on (vj, xi] to satisfy ex post incentive compatibility.

Interim Stage: Suppose the agent has inspected alternative i and has found a

payoff realization xi for which valuable information can be gained from an inspection

of alternative j (i.e. xi ∈ (vj, xi]). The agent will inspect alternative j if and only if

w1(xi) ≤ w1(xi)Gj(xi) +
Z xj

xi

w2(xj)dGj(xj)− c.

Re-arranging terms and using the fact that w1(x) = w2(x) for all x ∈ (vj, xi], we can
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write this interim incentive constraint as follows:

c ≤ (Gj(xi)−Gj(xi)) (E[w1(xj) |xi < xj ≤ xi ]− w1(xi))
+(1−Gj(xi)) (E[w2(xj) |xj > xi ]− w1(xi)) (20)

The right hand side of the inequality in (20) represents the expected wage increase

that the agent can get by inspecting alternative j. An optimal contract will make this

expected increase as small as possible. As ex post incentive compatibility requires the

function w1 to be non-decreasing, it is optimal to set w1(x) = w for all x ∈ (vj, xi],
thus providing the agent (weak) ex post incentives to truthfully reveal both payoff

realizations correctly. Note that making w1 constant is without loss of generality

for ex ante incentive provision since, at the ex ante stage, the agent’s incentives are

determined only by the expectation of w1. The interim incentive constraint in (20)

therefore reduces to

E[w2(xj) |xj > xi ] ≥ w + c

1−Gj(xi). (Interim IC)

It is optimal for the principal to make this interim incentive constraint bind in order to

extract the agent’s entire surplus from the second inspection. Without loss of generality

we can set w2(xj) = w+
c

1−Gj(xi) for all xj > xi.
14 Thus, an optimal incentive compatible

wage-schedule of the form (7) reduces to

w =


w0(xj) if xi ≤ vj
w if xi > vj and xj ≤ xi
w + c

1−Gj(xi) if xi > vj and xj > xi

(21)

Ex ante Stage: To ensure ex ante incentive compatibility it must hold that no

deviation at the ex ante stage yields the agent a higher expected payoff than that

associated with the desired inspection depicted in Figure 2, which is given by

Gi(vj)E[w0(xj)] + (1−Gi(vj))w − c =: Π∗ (22)

First suppose that the agent does not inspect any alternatives at all. In order to avoid

the risk of punishment, he must submit any report for which the principal chooses

alternative j immediately (i.e. bxi ≤ vj). The agent’s expected wage from this procedure
is E[w0(xj)]. To deter the agent from adopting this procedure it must hold that Π∗ ≥
E[w0(xj)], which implies that

w ≥ E[w0(xj)] + c

1−Gi(vj). (23)

14All that matters for incentive provision at the interim stage is the conditional expectation of w2
on (xi, xj ].
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Thus, w > E[w0(xj)], it hence it follows immediately that Π
∗ < w.

Now consider the procedure under which the agent first inspects alternative j. If

he finds that xj > vj he can pretend that he has inspected both alternatives, but that

j is better. If instead xj ≤ vj he retrospectively inspects alternative i. This deviation
yields the following expected payoff

Gj(vj)[Gi(vj)E[w0(xj) |xj ≤ vj ] + (1−Gi(vj))w − c] + (1−Gj(vj))w =: bΠ (24)

Using the expression for Π∗ in (22) we can write (24) as follows

bΠ = Gj(vj) (Π∗ −Gi(vj) (E[w0(xj)]− E[w0(xj) |xj ≤ vj ])) + (1−Gj(vj))w. (25)

Ex ante incentive compatibility of the wage-schedule in (21) requires that Π∗ ≥ bΠ,
which, in turn, implies that

Π∗ ≥ w − Gj(vj)Gi(vj)
(1−Gj(vj)) (E[w0(xj)]− E[w0(xj) |xj ≤ vj ]) .

From above we know that Π∗ < w, and therefore a necessary condition for ex ante

incentive compatibility is that

E[w0(xj)] > E[w0(xj) |xj ≤ vj ]. (26)

Condition (26) places mild restrictions on the shape of the function w0 - it is easy to

see that w0 cannot be constant for all xj. Condition (26) roughly states that w0 must

reward the agent more for realizations above vj than for realizations below vj. The

exact functional form of w0, however, is irrelevant for ex ante incentive provision, as

only the expectation of w0 matters. Thus, it is sufficient to consider step functions for

which w0(·) takes on a fixed value for all xj ≤ vj, and a strictly higher value for at
least some realizations xj > vj. There is no loss of optimality in restricting ourselves

to step functions of the following form:15

w0(xj) =

½
0 if xj ≤ xi
w if xj > xi

. (27)

Thus, E[w0(xj)] = w (1−Gj(xi)) and E[w0(xj) |xj ≤ vj ] = 0. An optimal incentive

compatible wage-schedule therefore reduces to

w =


0 if xi ≤ vj and xj ≤ xi
w if xi > vj and xj ≤ xi
w if xi ≤ vj and xj > xi
w + c

1−Gj(xi) if xi > vj and xj > xi

(28)

15Recall that xi > vj .
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The optimal values of w and w are determined by the two ex ante incentive constraints

described above. Using the step function in (27), the ex ante incentive constraint in

(23) becomes

w ≥ (1−Gj(xi))w + c

(1−Gi(vj)). (Ex Ante IC 1)

By (27) the second ex ante incentive constraint (namely that Π∗ ≥ bΠ) reduces to
w ≥ (1−Gj(vj)) c

Gi(vj) (1−Gj(xi)) +
(1−Gj(vj))
(1−Gj(xi))w. (Ex Ante IC 2)

It is optimal for the principal to make the two ex ante incentive constraints bind, so

that the optimal values of w and w are characterized by the solution to a system of

two linear equations.
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